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PARTIAL SUPERSYMMETRY BREAKING IN N ffi 4 SUPERGRAVITY  
M. DE ROO and P. WAGEMANS 
Institute for Theoretical Physics, P. 0. Box 800, 9700 A V Groningen, The Netherlands 
Received 5 June 1986 
It is shown that gauged N = 4 supergravity theories with matter can exhibit breaking to N = 1, 2 or 3 supersymmetries. 
Examples are constructed, all of  which turn out to have a nonzero cosmological constant. 
Partial supersymmetry breaking in extended super- 
gravity theories (N 1> 2) is of potential importance for 
phenomenological applications of supergravity (see 
ref. [1 ] and references therein). In this paper, we con- 
sider this partial super-Higgs effect in N = 4 supergravi- 
ty. In pure gauged N = 4 supergravity [2-4] only 
completely broken or unbroken supersymmetry is 
possible. Recently, the complete matter coupling in 
N = 4 was constructed by superconformal methods 
[5-7],  and in ref. [7] we showed that with a single 
vector multiplet partial breaking cannot be achieved. 
Here we construct examples with more matter multi- 
plets in which unbroken N = 1,2 or 3 supersymmetry 
is realized. In all cases the cosmological constant is 
negative. The same holds for the known examples in 
N = 3 supergravity [8,9]. It has been shown [10,11] 
that in N = 2 supergravity one must go outside the 
framework of superconformal tensor calculus to ob- 
tain partial breaking in Minkowski space. 
Let us first recall some properties of the fields of 
N = 4 supergravity with matter. There are two sets of 
scalar fields. The (pseudo) scalar fields of the super- 
gravity multiplet parametrize the manifold SU(1,1)/ 
U(1). They occur as an SU(1,1) doublet Oa (a = 1,2) 
and satisfy the SU(1,1) invariant condition (~1 = 
(~bl)*, ~ b2 ------ -  (q~2)*) 
~ba¢,~ = 1 . (1) 
The scalars from the matter multiplets parametrize 
S0(6, n)/SO(6) X SO(n). They transform under the 
(real) six-dimensional representation f SU (4), are de- 
noted by $i/I (i,] = 1 ..... 4 ; I  = 1, ..., n + 6), with ¢ij I 
352 
= _~j i  I, q~i]l - (q~i]l)* = _½ei/kl¢kll and satisfy the 
SO (6, n) invariant condition 
q~ I , k l J  l~k  ~l 
i/nzj9 = -~u [i~,/], (2) 
where 77 is the diagonal metric 
r?l J = diag (-1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 ,+1 .... , +1). (3) 
The matter multiplets also contain vector fields Au 1 
(six of which provide the vector fields of the super- 
gravity multiplet), and spin-~ fields ~i 1, which trans- 
form as a 4 of SU(4). The spin-~ fields satisfy 
¢ i  ~0s ii rllj k =0.  (4) 
The construction of this theory, which clarifies the 
origin of the conditions (2) and (4), can be found in 
ref. [5]. Due to (2) and (4) there are 6n physical 
scalars and 4n independent spin-½ fields associated 
with the matter multiplets, as well as n vector fields 
(I = 7 ..... n + 6). The other physical fields are the re- 
maining six vectors (1 = 1 ..... 6), vierbein and gravitini, 
and four additional spin-~ fields A i. 
Subgroups G of the global symmetry group SO(6, n) 
may be gauged, and all matter fields labelled by I then 
transform according to the adjoint representation f 
G. The metric ~?IJ must be invariant under G. 
There exist inequivalent versions of pure gauged 
N = 4 supergravity. Two are based on the SO(4) sym- 
metric theory, and have stationary points with un- 
broken [2] or completely broken [3] supersymmetry. 
The difference between these two can be traced back 
to a relative sign between the coupling constants of 
the two SO(3) factors in the SO(4) gauge group. A 
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third version [4] has the SU(4) symmetric N = 4 the- 
ory as a starting point, and its potential does not have 
a stationary point. Inequivalent theories also appear in 
gauged N = 4 supergravity with matter. In our con- 
struction these differences arise in the following way. 
Each matter multiplet, labelled by 1, is coupled to the 
N = 4 Weyl multiplet [12], which contains the SU(1,1) 
doublet ¢. For each value o f /one  may introduce apa- 
rameter (~I [7], and replace ¢ by , i  
\¢2(/) I  
For ungauged theories different choices of al lead to 
classically equivalent versions. Gauging a semi-simple 
group G requires modifications, nonlinear in the scalar 
fields, both in the action and transformation rules, and 
this causes the inequivalence ofmodels constructed 
with different values of aI. The gauging also restricts 
the possible values ofaI:  they must be the same for 
those values of /which correspond to the same simple 
factor of G. The possibility of choosing different aI 
and coupling constants for the simple factors of G, 
allows for the construction of inequivalent gauged 
versions of equivalent ungauged theories. 
The super-Higgs effect occurs in a stationary point 
of the theory if the matter fields at this point are not 
invariant under a supersymmetry ansformation. I  a 
constant background without fermion condensates 
this means that 
(~Xi> = (Ai/) e/4= 0, (6) 
where Xi is a generic spin-~ field, and Ai /a  function 
of the scalar fields. Partial breaking occurs whenever 
(.4i]) has one or more zero eigenvalues. 
There are a number of observations which facilitate 
the search for partial breaking. The first is, that it is 
sufficient to look for constant scalar field configura- 
tions for which Ai] has zero eigenvalue (s). Such field 
configurations automatically correspond to stationary 
points of the scalar potential, V [10]. This means that 
in the search for stationary points with unbroken su- 
persymmetry we need not consider V itself, but only 
the variation of the spin- ~ fields. Since we are mainly 
interested in providing examples of partial breaking, 
,1 Actually, the 2 X 2 matrix can be extended to a full 
SU(I, 1) matrix, but only the diagonal U(1) subgroup is 
rolevant for this discussion. 
we will simplify the analysis even further by consider- 
ing only configurations which have a non-trivial invari- 
ance group. These techniques have also been employed 
to establish the existence ofN = 1 supersymmetric 
stationary points in matter coupled N = 3 supergravity 
theories [9]. 
With these observations we embark on the analysis 
of the super-Higgs effect in N = 4 theories. The trans- 
formation rules of the fermions take the form (non- 
derivative contributions of scalar fields only): 
4 .~., - . I  J~  
~Ai=-~rlljU,,(I)2~i/ e ,  (7) 
8 ~i I = - -2P I j~d  ) Wi/ Jel ,  (8) 
,t,, i -  2~ _ ,,~* v i ] Id  
v" l~ - -- ~i# 'tIJ'~(l') Jx c/., (9) 
where we have defined 
Wi] I _ r  I¢ Kck/L (15 of SU(4)) (10) - JKL  ik 
x i j l J _ , c  J ~kll ~. K.~ L - JKL  v" Wik W/ (10ofSU(4)) ,  (11) 
~1 .4, I , j jK  (p2=p,p¢i]=O) ' (12) 
4( 0 __ exp (i~ D ¢I + exp(-i~D ¢2. (13) 
The structure constants of G, fKL I, are real, and satisfy 
fKL I~?lJ + f K/ I?LI  = 0,  (14) 
because of the invariance of 7/under G. The scalar po- 
tential reads 
4 * I J  2 l 2 1I i J 
V= ~ln i J~(DXi!  I - . (15) ~nHl~(t) I W/ wi 
There are mass terms for the fermions, of which we 
need only those in which the gravitino plays a role: 
e-  l £ 2 -~ * .u.i/IJ ,T, ~P.v,t  
m,grav. = --~I JqJ( I )  "tx v" l.d v ~'u] 
+ ~#iT#n t + h.c., (16) 
where the goldstino r/i is given by 
~i 1_ ,~ y i j l J  A " " = -~,tlj-~(1).a. .~x] + ~7ijffP~l) WjII~/lJ . (17) 
It is instructive to consider the supersymmetry ans- 
formation of r~ i. In a constant bosonic background it 
reads 
4 ijlJ. • KL  ek  ~n i = --~(nZ]~(~) X )(nrL'I'(/oXik ) 
• il J Wk"'/Kek + 2r/ij~(/) W/ P K@(K) . (18) 
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Both contributions to (18) are of the form A tA e, so 
that ~ = 0 implies both 8Ai = 0 and 6~iI = 0. On the 
other hand, (18) can be rewritten in the form 
4- ~* ..ikIJ'L 6~ i = - [ V6/i + -~l.r0jw(/) a ) 
X (~KL ~(K)XkiKL)] ej" (19) 
Therefore 8~ i = 0 also implies that the gravitino mass 
matrix has an eigenvalue m3/2 = ( -  V]3 ) 1/2. 
Let us assume for the moment hat all angles a i  in 
(5) vanish, so that ~(I) is independent o f / (a l l  ~I equal 
is equivalent to aI  - 0). Then we see that the condi- 
tion (6Ai) = 0 for an unbroken supersymmetry implies 
that 
Xij - rlHXil IJ (20) 
has an eigenvalue zero, and therefore that the gravitino 
mass matrix has eigenvalue zero for the same eigenvec- 
tor. We then conclude from (19) that necessarily V = 0, 
i.e. unbroken supersymmetry with 11 = 0 can only oc- 
cur in a Minkowski background. This can also be in- 
ferred from the form of the potential (15). For oq - 0 
the dependence on the scalar fields ~a is contained in 
the factor I~ 12. This factor is just the Freedman-  
Schwarz potential [4], which is known to have no sta- 
tionary points in ~ba. So indeed a stationary point of V 
can only be achieved for configurations with 
~XijXii 1~ wjIratiY (21) = ~otiJrri " j  , 
or V = 0. The case with ~I = 0 corresponds to N = 4 
supergravity theories with global SU(4) symmetry. We 
have not found any configurations with partial super- 
symmetry breaking in theories of this type. 
Therefore we return to the general case, and analyze 
the variations (7) and (8). To exhibit more clearly the 
dependence on the scalar fields, and the effect of the 
condition (2), it is convenient to replace the complex 
variables ~i/I by real fields Xp I (p = 1 ..... 6), which 
transform according to the vector representation f
SO(6). This is achieved by setting (m = 1,2,3) 
1 m I • m I 
~i/I = "~(fli] Xm + lOti] Xm+3 ) ,  (22) 
where ~3 m and ot m are anti-symmetric, real, (anti-)self- 
dual 4 X 4 matrices, whose properties are given in e.g. 
ref. [13]. Then (2) and (4) take on the form 
X/~i jXq  J= --~pq, Xp I~ l I J~ /= O. (23)  
In the search for partial supersymmetry breaking we 
restrict ourselves to configurations with an invariance 
group H. In fact, H must be a diagonal subgroup of 
SO(6) ® G under which x / is invariant. H can be at 
most the maximal SO(4) subgroup of SO(6). Then the 
eigenvalues of the gravitino mass matrix are all equal, 
so that there are four broken or four unbroken super- 
symmetries. We therefore consider first H = SO(3), 
which is embedded in SU(4) in such a way that 4 -~ 
3 • 1 for this subgroup. This implies that three eigen- 
values of the gravitino mass matrix will be equal, so 
that only partial breaking to N = 1 and N = 3 is possi- 
ble. The required configurations Xp I take on the form 
( I= 3(a -  1 )+ l ;a= 1 ..... A; I= 1,2,3) 
Xm I + iXm+ J =- (u a + iOa) 51m ..~ Za~lm . (24) 
In terms of the variables za the constraint (23) corre- 
sponds to (r/a = ( -1  , -1  ,+1 ..... +1)): 
A A 
~a(Za) 2=a~1%lza l  2 + 2 = 0 ,  (25) 
a=l  = 
which, for any Za, a >1 3, can be solved for z 1 and z2. 
The gauge group we choose with these configurations 
is G = [SO(3)] A, with structure constants f l j  g = 
~abSacgaelmn, where 1 = 3 (a - 1) + l, J = 3 (b - 1) + 
m, K = 3 (c - 1) + n, and ga are arbitrary constants. 
This corresponds to the coupling of gauged N = 4 su- 
pergravity to an N = 4 Yang-Mills multiplet with 
gauge group [SO (3)] A-2. The calculation of Wi jl and 
Xii II is a simple matter with this choice of G. Using a 
suitable basis for the matrices am and/3m of (22) we 
obtain 
wiJl l g a 2 2 • = [Ua~ l + OaOt I + tUaOaelmnOtm [3n]i/ , (26) 
Sij II = "~ga diag[Izal2za , Izal2za , Izal2za , (Za)3]ij" (27) 
The partial super-Higgs effect requires the existence 
of spinor(s) e/satisfying (see (7), (8)): 
,Tij   xiyeJ = o -- elj**(  w/  % . (28) 
Using (12) and (24), we can write this last condition in 
the form 
~a Wi j[3(a-1)+ll e/= u a ~i l + Oa~i l+3 , (29) 
with arbitrary ~. Recall that for values I which trans- 
g¢ 
form under the same simple factor of G, ~(/) is inde- 
pendent of / .  Therefore, in the present case 
~[3(a-1)+l] is independent of l and, by abuse of nota- 
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tion, will be called Oa from now on. Def'me the matrix 
S=[  ul °11 . (30) 
L u2 02 
Its inverse xists because of the fact that z 1 and z2 are 
constrained by (25). Solving ~ from (29) for a = 1,2 
one obtains for a/> 3 
~Pa Wi/[3(a-1)+11 
lr,  wf 
-tu,,,,,,l s -  (31) 




X diag[lzal2za, [Zal2Za, Izal2za, (za)Sli/e j = 0. (32) 
It is clear from (32) that partial breaking to N = 1 or 
N = 3 supersymmetry requires: 
A 




gaC~a~alzal2za = O, 
a=l 
N=I :  
N=3:  
e l, e 2, e 3 unbroken, (33b) 
The additional conditions that follow from (31) on 
substitution of (26) take the form (a I> 3): 
* 2 s - l [  g l~(z l )2" ]  (34a) 
ga ~a(Za) = [UaOa] [g2~(z2)2 J '  
* * 2 ' 
, • 2_ s - l [g l * l (Z l )  q 
gaCba(Za ) - [UaOa] * * 2 ' 
Lg2 %(z2) / 
ga~alzal 2= [%0 ]s-l[ gl'~lz112"] (34b) 
a L~2 ~lz212 j  • 
At this point there are two ways to proceed. One may 
choose a set of coupling constants ga and phase angles 
%, thus def'ming a theory, and solve (33), (34) for the 
scalar fields contained in ~a and z a. On the other hand 
one may choose arbitrary, constant scalar field values 
in ~a and in z a, satisfying the constraints (1) and (25), 
and show that coupling constants ga and angles oa ex- 
ist for which (33) and (34) are satisfied. As we are 
presently proving existence of solutions, we follow the 
more convenient second route. A solution then de- 
fines a theory, of which the scalar field configuration 
~o~, za corresponds to a stationary point. In solving 
(33) and (34) it is impdrtant to note that the combi- 
nations ga C~a (a = 1 ..... A)  which occur in W and X, 
can be given any complex value by choosing suitable 
ga and %. Therefore we consider eqs. (33) and (34) as 
equations for the A unknown complex constants 
ga cba, with given za satisfying (25). 
Eqs. (34) are easily solved if one uses the simple 
fact that 
Za= [UaOalS-l[Zl 7 . (35) 
kZ2J 
For the N = 1 case this means that the general solution 
of (34a) is (for all a = 1 ..... A) 
i 
ga Ca (Za) 2 = Za C + zaD , (36) 
where C and D are complex constants. The condition 
(33a) then imposes one linear relation between C and 
D: 
A *3 A *4 
(Za)° + D ~ (Za) - ,, C ~ r/a % . (37) 
a=l Za a=l ~2-- u 
Thus we have, given za, a one (complex) parameter 
solution of the N = 1 equations (33a), (34a) and there- 
fore there exists a class of theories, with different ga 
and %, which have the same scalar field configurations 
as a stationary point. 
It is important to know the value of the scalar po- 
tential in the stationary point. To do this, one need 
only calculate the eigenvalue of the gravitino mass ma- 
trix associated with the unbroken supersymmetry. We
fred, using (16), (25), (27) and (36), 
m3/2 = ~ ga'I'a%(z~) 3 = IDI. (38) 
The value of the potential, which for the configura. 
tions (24) takes on the form 
355 
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4 a=l nagaCba + *la=l 
A 
+ 2 ~_l rl, Iga ~a(Za) 2[2 (39) 
2 a=l 
indeed equals -3  [D 12 when (36) and (37) are satisfied. 
Clearly V = 0 can only occur for D = 0. However, in 
that case the remaining three eigenvalues of the gravi- 
tino mass matrix, which are proportional to [D 1, vanish 
as well, and in this limiting case there are four unbro- 
ken supersymmetries. Wewill come back to the N = 4 
cases after we have treated the N = 2 case. 
In the N = 3 case there are more equations than un- 
knowns, but the equations turn out to be dependent. 
Using (35), one easily sees that eqs. (34b) are both 
satisfied if (for a = 1 ..... A) 
ga¢~Za =M.  
Then (33b) is also satisfied, because of the constraints 
(25). Also in this case the gravitino mass corresponding 
to the (three) unbroken supersymmetries does not van- 
ish. From (27) and (16) we can read off that 
I A 
m3/2 =-~la~=l ga~arlalza'2Zal = lM[ . (40) 
The N = 2 case also has a negative cosmological con- 
stant, since from (42) it follows that m3/2 = IMI. The 
class of solutions with N = 2 supersymmetry contains 
of course the N = 3 solutions obtained previously. The 
N--  2 case reduces toN = 3 whenever either 
z a = +za3 exp(ia),  (43) 
where t~ is an overall phase, but the sign may be chosen 
differently for each SO (3)group, or 
Za - +Za3 exp(ifl). (44) 
If both relations (43) and (44) hold, there are four un- 
broken supersymmetries. These two conditions also 
characterize the N = 4 cases among the N = 1 and N = 3 
configurations. 
Note that N = 2 requires A i> 4. For A = 3 the con- 
dition (42), together with the constraints (25), implies 
that (43) or (44) (or both) must hold, so that in fact 
a third supersymmetry is also unbroken. 
In conclusion, we have shown that in N = 4 super- 
gravity stationary points with one, two or three un- 
broken supersymmetries can be realized in an anti-de 
Sitter background. It remains an open question, 
whether or not partial breaking is possible in Minkowski 
space. 
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